Sprockets Journey Mapping

Touchpoint 1
Being a part of Sprockets and engaging with the network

Touchpoint 2
Learning about new concepts and ideas through Sprockets’ tools, resources, and idea sharing practices

Touchpoint 3
Having reliable data or information about the program

Touchpoint 4
Ongoing commitment to high quality programming

Touchpoint 5
Promoting equitable access for youth and families

What respondents had to say about Sprockets

It was super helpful to meet with other youth workers in the Twin Cities who are doing similar work.

It is helpful to be connected with people and to have the training.

I appreciate the citywide gatherings. Sprockets has done a great job of trying different formats over the years.

Learning about new concepts and ideas through [participating in] these groups has been helpful.

Propel SEL launched us into looking at social and emotional learning for youth and how best to support them in our [organization].

The Activators cohort was great on multiple levels.

The database was huge. It enhanced our programs when we could start collecting some data on who was and was not participating.

The work that Sprockets does in helping us organize and spend time looking at data, making meaning of the data and doing something with the data we collect beyond just reporting it to our funders, has been valuable.

I would rate my experience with the M3 days, professional development, self-assessment, and improvement plans as excellent.

I do want to continue to engage in professional development opportunities, workshops, training because I learned so much from them.

I appreciate that they are offering workshops opportunities with different styles of learning and different ways of knowing, and bringing youth voices to the table in a lot of different spaces.

M3 process really helped us understand where there are gaps in services for all demographics.

Read more findings and recommendations: